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Degenerate Evidence and Rowe's New Evidential
Argumentfrom Evil
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University of Notre Dame
I. The Argument Stated
Ever since 19791 William Rowe has been contributingto our understandingof
the 'inductive', or 'probabilistic'or (his term) "evidential"antitheisticargument
from evil by refining his favorite version and defendingit againstobjections.2To
state that version, we must consider some specific evils, such as a five year old
girl's being murderedin a horrifyingway (E1) and a fawn's dying a lingering and
painful death due to a forest fire (E2). The argumentthen goes as follows:
P: No good we know of justifies an omnipotent,omniscient, perfectly good
being (a perfect being) in permittingE1 and E2;
therefore,probably
Q: No good at all justifies a perfect being in permittingE1 and E2;
thereforeprobably
not-G: There is no perfect being.
Rowe's claim, then, is thatP makes Q probable,i.e. (Q is more probablethannot
on P and our backgroundinformationk); Q entails not-G; so not-G is more probable than not on our backgroundinformation.3
Partlyunderthe pressureof objections by StephenWykstra,4WilliamAlston5
and others,however, Rowe has come to take rathera dim view of this argument.6
He thereforeproposes to drop it in favor of one whose prospects he thinks are
brighter:"...I propose to abandonthis argumentaltogether and give what I be(? 1998 Blackwell Publishers Inc., 350 Main Street, Malden, MA 02148, USA,
and 108 Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 IJF, UK.
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lieve is a betterargumentfor thinkingthatP makes Q more likely thannot" (267).
After giving that argument,Rowe goes on to say that "we can simplify the argument considerablyby bypassing Q altogetherand proceeding directly from P to
-G" (270). It is this new simplified argumentthat I wish to consider. This new
argument,I believe, is if anythingweakerthanthe old; thatis because an analysis
of purely formal features of the argumentshows that it is counterbalancedby
other argumentsof the same structureand strengthfor a conclusion inconsistent
with Rowe's conclusion, and hence for the denial of Rowe's conclusion.
An initial caveat with respect to P, the premise of the argument:Rowe takes
this propositionin such a way that it is entailed by -G:
...we should note that the nonexistence of God is also a sufficient condition of the
truthof P. For the realization of a known good justifies God in permittingE1 or E2
only if God exists. To see this, consider the negation of P. The negation of P asserts
thatGod exists and thatsome good known to us justifies him in permittingE1 andE2
(264-65).

P, therefore,is to be taken as
P: It is false that there is a known good and a perfect being such that the
formerjustifies the latterin permittingE1 and E2;
-G, accordingly,entails P; so thatthe premise of Rowe's new argumentis a consequence of the conclusion he proposes to support.
Simplifying and restatingthe new argument,we may put it as follows. By a
form of Bayes' Theorem, we have
P(P/G&k)
= P (G/k)PX
P(G/P&k)
(1)(1)P(G/P&k)
(P/k)
where k is the relevant backgroundinformationand P(G/k) the relevant initial
probability.What informationdoes k include? "I take it as importanthere that k
be restricted almost entirely to information that is shared by most theists and
nontheists who have given some thought to the issues raised by the problem of
evil" (265). Roughly speaking,then, k containsthe intersectionof whatreflective
theists and nontheistsknow or believe. Now Rowe proposes thatP (G/k) is equal
to 1/2. I can't see the slightest reason to think this is the right value, or any way,
really, to determinewhat the right value might be; but suppose we go along with
this suggestion in orderto considerthe argument.He also proposesthatP (P/G) =
1/2, but points out thathis argumentreally depends only on this number'sbeing
less than 1. From (1), therefore,we have
(2) P(G/P&k) = p(/k)
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To determineP(P/k), Rowe employs a weighted average principle:
(3) P (P/k) -P (P/G&k) X P (G/k) + P (P/-G&k) X P (-G/k)
(accordingto which the probabilityof P is the averageof its probabilitieson G&k
and -G&k,those probabilitiesweighted by the probabilitiesof G and-G on k). We
are given by hypothesis that the two terms in the first productare each equal to
1/2. As for the second product,the first term is equal to 1 (thatis a consequence
of the fact (as we noted) thatP is entailed by -G); the second term equals 1/2, so
that
(4) P(P/k) = 3/4.

Substitutingthis value into (2), we have
(5) P(G/P&k) = 1/3.

P(G/P&k), therefore,is considerablyless than P(G/k); hence P rathersubstantially lowers the initial probability of G and in that sense disconfirms it. The
argumentfor this specific value of P (G/P&k) depends upon takingP (P/G&k) to
be equal to 1/2; but inspection of the argumentshows thatP(G/P&k) will be less
than 1/2 (and hence less than P(G/k)) as long as the value of P(P/G&k) is less
than 1. So P disconfirmsG; furthermore,given thatP(G/k) = 1/2, (andgiven that
P (P/G&k) is 1/2), it is rathermorelikely thannot, on P&k, thatthereis no perfect
being.
Four initial comments.
(a) PresumablyRowe hopes that the theist will accept his proposition P, and
presumablythe goods of which he speaksare states of affairs,such as Sam s being
happy for two months straight. But of course a theist will believe that some good

does indeedjustify a perfect being in permittingE1 and E2. For if G is true, then
a, the actual world, is itself a good state of affairs, a known state of affairs, and
one thatjustifies a perfectbeing in permittingE1 andE2. You might complainthat
a may be known,but is not known to be good unless it is known thatG is true;and
perhapsRowe is thinkingof a knowngood as a state of affairsthatis known to be
good.
Fair enough. But note that Rowe proposes to allow for conjunctive goods:
"Since we aretalking abouta good thatjustifies God in permittingE1 and E2, we
should allow, if not expect, that the good in question would be a conjunctive
good" (264). Very well, consider F, the conjunctionof all the goods, g1, g2,..., a
includes or contains.F, I take it, is a known good; and if G is true,then F justifies
a perfect being in permittingE1 and E2. Hence a theist is committed to denying
that no known good justifies a perfect being in permittingE1 and E2. Given P as
a premise,Rowe's probabilisticargumentis quite unnecessary;thereis available
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instead a knockdown, dragoutdeductive argumentfor -G. The argumentwould
go as follows:
P.

(F) F is a known good.
Necessarily, if there is a perfect being, F justifies a perfect being in permitting E1 and E2.
Therefore,-G.
In the presence of (F), therefore, P, Rowe's premise, is equivalent to -G, his
conclusion. Furthermore,anyone who thoughtthat G and -G were equally probable with respectto her evidence would be committedto thinkingit is as likely as
not that some state of affairs she knows of-i.e., F-is a good state of affairsthat
justifies a perfect being in permittingE1 and E2; she too, therefore, should not
accept Rowe's P.
Still further,theremay be more limited goods we know of thatjustify a perfect
being in permittingE1 andE2. When Rowe speaks of goods, he isn't thinkingjust
of actual goods, actual states of affairs (althougha good must be actual in order
to justify a perfectbeing in permittingsome evil); he is thinkingof possible goods
as well (264). And clearly it could be that some possible good we know of is also
actualandjustifies such a perfectbeing in permittingthose evils, even if we don't
know that it does. For example, the good of enjoying God's gratitudein eternal
felicity7 may in fact be actualandmayjustify a perfectbeing in permittingE1; we
certainly do not know thatit does not. Whatthe theist may be willing to concede,
therefore,is not thatno good we know of justifies a perfectbeing in permittingE1
and E2, but that no good we know of is such that we know that it does. I hope
Rowe will be willing to accept this emendation;if he isn't, neitherthe theist nor
the personwho is neutralas between G and -G should accept his premise, or even
think it more likely than its denial.
(b) Rowe's argumentis successful, of course, only if k, the intersection of
whattheist andnontheistknow, does not include P. (If k does include P,thenin (1)
the denominatorand the right term of the numeratorboth equal 1 and P (G/k) =
P(G/P&k): that is, P is probabilisticallyirrelevantto G.) Rowe apparentlybelieves, therefore,that at least some reflective theists or nontheists do not believe
P. I don't know whetherhe is right aboutthat,but presumablyhe would hold that
if he is wrong and k does include P, then P(G/k-P) = 1/2, where k-P is the result
of deleting P from k8 Apparently,then, we are to imagine a person whose total
evidence is just k; this person then learns or comes to believe P, after which the
probabilityof G on her total evidence goes down to 1/3. Alternatively,we imagine someone whose total evidence includes k and also P (but nothing else); what
she presumablylearns is that the probabilityof G on her total evidence is 1/3.
(c) Most reflective theists (or at any rate most classical theists) hold that
God is a necessary being, taking this to imply that it is a necessary truth that
there is an omnipotent, omniscient and wholly good being. If we are speaking
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of objective probability,such a theist could not then concur in Rowe's suggestion that P(G/k) = 1/2. For according to the probability calculus, which of
course Rowe is employing, P(A/B) = 1 where A is necessary and B is any
propositionat all. Furthermore(still supposing we are thinking of some kind of
objective probability),there is little reason to assign P(P/G&k) a value of 1/2.
How could we possibly tell how likely it is, given k and given that there is a
perfect being, that there is no known good state of affairs known to justify such
a being in permittingE1 and E2? I haven't the faintest idea how we could do a
thing like that. Perhaps, therefore,Rowe is thinking of some kind of epistemic
probability;' in any event for purposes of considering Rowe's argumentI ignore these complications.
(d) It isn't entirely clear to me what furtherconclusion Rowe wishes to draw
from the fact that P(G/P&k), given his assumptions,is 1/3: is this an argument
for the truthof atheism? Or for the conclusion that theism is not rationally acceptable?Or for the conclusion thattheism isn't rationallyacceptablefor anyone
whose evidence is in fact k, andwho then comes to believe P,or for anyonewhose
total evidence is P&k?Orfor the claim thatfor anyone whose evidence was k and
then comes to believe P (or whose total evidence is P&k), atheism is rationally
justifiable? Rowe doesn't say. What he does say is
Using some concepts employed by Chisholm, so long as we had only k to go on we
might say thatbelieving theism was not more reasonablethanbelieving atheism and
believing atheism was not more reasonable than believing theism. Adding P to k,
however, shifts things in favor of atheism. It is now more reasonableto believe atheism than it is to believe theism (272).

Now the most interestingissues in the neighborhood,it seems to me, have to
do with questions like the following. (1) The argumentshows that for someone
whose total evidence k is the intersection of what theist and atheist know, and
who then comes to believe P (and nothing stronger),the probabilityof G on her
total evidence is 1/3; is thataprimafacie reasonfor supposingthattheistic belief
is irrationalfor those who do in fact accept it? Not obviously. Quantummechanics might perhapsbe quite improbableon the intersectionof what I and Stephen
Hawking know; if so, this wouldn't be much of a primafacie reason for thinking
belief in quantummechanics irrationalfor those who accept it. No doubt these
cases differ;but exploring the differences (and similarities)is one locus of interesting issues. (2) Is it even a reason for supposingthat theistic belief is irrational
for the person whose total evidence is k? Suppose theism is improbableon the
rest of what I know-call it 'k-G': does it follow that my belief that G is irrational?Again, not at all obviously. I am playing poker;it is improbableon the rest of
what I know or believe that I have just drawnto an inside straight,but it doesn't
follow thatthereis somethingirrationalaboutmy belief thatI have just drawnto
an inside straight.The reason,of course, is thatthis belief doesn't have to depend,
for any warrantit might have, on its being appropriatelyprobableon the rest of
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what I believe; it has a differentsource of warrant(i.e., perception).Similarlyfor
theism: everything turns, here, on the question whether theism has some other
source of warrant,for humanbeings (William Alston's perception of God,10or
Calvin'sSensusDivinitatis,orAquinas'invitationor instigationof the Holy Spirit),
in additionto any it might have by way of its probabilityon k-G. Here I shall set
these questions aside,11and (falsely, in my judgment)assumejust for purposesof
argumentthat the rationality of theistic belief depends upon the probabilityof
theism with respect to the intersection of what theist and atheist know. I shall
argue that even given that assumption,Rowe is mistaken in thinking this argument "shifts things in favor of atheism", making it "now more reasonable to
believe atheism than it is to believe theism" (272).
II. The Argument Examined
Note first that there seem to be theistic argumentsrelevantly like Rowe's; if
Rowe' s argument"shiftsthings in favor of atheism",these shift things in favor of
theism. For consider
P*: Neither E1 nor E2 is such that we know that no known good justifies a
perfect being in permittingit.
(Alternatively,we could consider
P**: No evil we know of is such that we know that no perfect being is
justified by some known good in permittingit,
or, to strike a slightly differentnote,
P***: No evil we know of is such thatwe know thatno perfect being would
permit it.)
P* is entailed by G (just as Rowe's P is entailed by -G). I take it P* is not in k;
some nontheists, I believe, reject it. As in Rowe's argument,say that P(G/k) =
1/2, and add that P(P*/-G&k) = 1/2. This assignment is highly speculative, of
course, as is Rowe's assignmentto P(P/G&k). We can quibble aboutthe precise
value of P(P*/-G&k), but it seems as reasonable to make this assignment as to
follow Rowe in assigning P(P/G&k) a value of 1/2 (and, as in Rowe's argument,
it doesn't much matterjust what probabilitywe assign to this term, as long as it
is less than 1.) From Bayes' Theorem,then, we have
= P(-G/k) X P(P*/-G&k)
(6)(6)P(-G/P*&k)
P(~G/P*&k)P
(P*/k)
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P(-G/k) is of course 1/2, as is the second term in the numerator.So
1/4
(7) P(-G/P*&k) = (P*/k)
To determineP(P*/k), we turnagain to
(8) P(P*/k) = P(P*/G&k) X P(G/k) + P(P*/-G&k) X P(-G/k).
We are given by hypothesis that the two terms in the second product are each
equal to 1/2. As for the first product,the first term is equal to 1 (since G entails
P*) and the second term equals 1/2; hence
(9) P(P*/k) = 3/4.

Substitutingthis value into (7), we have
(10) P(-G/P*&k) = 1/3.

Someone whose total evidence is k, therefore,and who comes to know or believe
P* but nothing else will then be such that the probabilityof G on her total evidence is 2/3. This argumentseems relevantlysimilarto Rowe's andjust as strong;
shouldn't we thereforeregardit as counterbalancingRowe's argument?12
Let's look a little furtherinto the structureof these arguments.Returnto the
fact that Rowe's proposition P is a necessary condition of -G, the proposition
Rowe intends to support;and the supporthe sees it as offering is thatit confirms
-G. The counterbalancingargumentI proposed above employs a propositionP*
to play a role just like the role played by P in Rowe' s argument:P* is a necessary
condition of G; and P* confirms G in just the way that P confirms -G.
Now the first thing to see here is that if a contingent proposition P entails a
contingent proposition Q (here take 'contingent' to mean one whose absolute
probabilityis less than 1), then Q confirms P. We can see this as follows. By the
probabilitycalculus,
P(P/Q)= P(P&Q)
Clearly
P(P&Q) > P(P&Q)

P(Q)
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just if P(Q) is less than 1. Now P entails Q; hence P(P&Q) = P(P); hence
P(P&Q)

P(Q)

- P(P)

just if P(Q) is less than one; hence P(P/Q) > P(P) just if P(Q) is less than 1. So
P (P/Q) will range between P (P) and 1. Furthermore,it is easy to see that the
degree to which Q confirmsP dependsupon P (Q/-P): the greaterthis quantitythe
less Q confirms P (i.e., the closer P(P) is to P(P/Q)); the limiting case is where
P(Q/-P) = 1, as when -P entails Q, in which case both P and -P entail Q, so that
Q is necessarily true. On the other hand, the smaller P(Q/-P) is, the greaterthe
confirmationof P by Q; P(P/Q) approaches 1 as P(Q/-P) approaches0. To sum
up, if P entails Q, then Q confirms P, and the degree to which it confirms P varies
inversely with P(Q/-P).
Returningto Rowe's argument,we note that his propositionP is a contingent
consequence of -G; hence P confirms -G, and given that P(P/G&k) = 1/2,
P (-G/P&k) = 2/3. The structureof the counterbalancingargumentis preciselysimilar: P* is a contingent consequence of G,13the proposition the argumentallegedly supports;given that P(P/-G&k) = 1/2, P(G/P*) = 2/3. It follows from the
more generalconditionsjust advancedthatevery contingentnecessary condition
C of -G thatis not containedin k (e. g., ThomasAquinasdid not succeed inproving
the existence of God) confirms-G with respect to k; but also of course every contingentnecessary conditionof G thatis not containedin k (e.g., QuentinSmithdid
not succeed in proving the nonexistence of God) confirms G with respect to k.
So far,then, it looks as if Rowe's atheisticargumentfrom P is counterbalanced
by the theistic argumentfrom P*. Perhapsa more importantproblemwith Rowe's
argument,however, lies in a slightly differentdirection.Note that we can apparently constructmany other argumentsfor and against theism-arguments with a
peculiar feature.For argumentson the con side, consider any propositionA you
know that is entailed by -G where P(A/G&k) is about 1/2: it looks as if A will
yield an argumentrelevantly like Rowe's. So suppose the fact is you are now
barefoot (B), and that the probabilitythat you are barefoot, given G&k, is 1/2.
Then take P (i.e., the analogue of Rowe's P) for this argumentto be
P: -GvB.
A little arithmeticshows that P(G/P&k) = 1/3, just as in Rowe's argument.
Indeed, can't we get much strongerargumentsagainst G by selecting a proposition P that we know is true, but is very improbableon G&k? Suppose you are
running a modest lottery of 100 tickets and Martha (who is administeringthe
lobby) wins (M). Setting aside doubts aboutMartha,we will take P(M/G&k) to
be .01. So consider
P: -GvM.
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It is easy to see that P(-G/P&k) is very high. Again, by Bayes',
(G/k) X P(P/G&k)
P(G/P&k) = P
P(P/k)
P(G/P&k)
=
P(G/k) is .5. What aboutP(P/G&k), i.e., P(-GvM/G&k)? Well, P(-G/G&k), of
course is 0; hence P(-GvM/G&k) = P(M/G&k), which is .01. So the numerator
is equal to .005. Now compute the denominatorin the way in which by now we
have come to know and love:
P(P/k) = P(P/G&k) X P(G/k) + P(P/-G&k) X P(-G/k).
P(P/-G&k) = 1, so the right-hand product = .5; P(P/G&k) = .01; so the left-hand

productequals .005; the sum of these is .505. P(G/P&k), therefore,is the quotient of .005 by .505, which, my handy pocket calculatortells me, is just under
.01. P(-G/P&k), therefore,is just over .99.
Of course we can constructtheistic argumentsof the very same structure.For
the analogue of the barefoot argument,take P* as
P*: GvB;
this argument,obviously, will yield the result that P(G/P*&k) = 2/3. For the
analogue of the lottery argumenttake P* as
P*: GvM;
this argumentwill yield the result that P(G/P*&k) = .99. The atheistic barefoot
argument,therefore,is counterbalancedby a theistic barefoot argument;and the
atheisticlottery argumentis counterbalancedin the same way by a theistic lottery
argument.Presumablywe can find as many argumentsof these sorts as we like,
both atheistic and theistic, each atheistic argumentbeing counterbalancedby its
theistic counterpart and vice versa.

But isn't this conclusion paradoxical?It looks initially as if we can find as
many argumentsof this sort as we like, both for and against theistic belief. It
looks as if it is trivially easy to find probabilisticargumentsboth for and against
theism. It also looks initially as if the evidential argumentfrom evil, as Rowe
construes it, is no betterthan these barefoot and lottery arguments;it too can be
trivially counterbalancedby an argumentfor the denial of its conclusion. But can
thatreally be right?And is the evidential argumentfrom evil this easily counterbalanced?What (if anything)has gone wrong?
To see what, we must returnfirst to Rowe' s originalargumentandinquirea bit
furtherinto the way in which it works. First, if this argumentis to work, k clearly
can't entail any of G, -G, P, and -P. Similarly for the argumentI proposed as
counterbalancingRowe's: if this argumentis to work, k can't entail P* or -P* (or
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G or -G). So let's suppose thatk containsnone of G, P,P* or theirnegations.Then
it looks as if we could runboth these arguments(in either order),thus winding up
with P(G/k&P&P*) as 1/2, i.e., as equal to P(G/k). Someone whose total evidence includedjust what theist and atheistboth know and didn't include either P
or P* would be in this position; the probabilityof G on his evidence after adding
these two propositionswould leave the probabilityof G with respect to his total
evidence unchanged.So here it is easy to see why we wind up with these arguments counterbalancingone another:(1) k doesn't contain either P or P*; (2) P
andP* aresymmetricallyrelatedto k in such a way thataddingeither (withoutthe
other)yields an argumentfor G (-G) of the same strengthas the argumentyielded
for -G (G) by adding the other.
But things go a bit differentlywith the barefoot and lottery arguments.14Take
the lottery case. The way we told the story, we were to suppose that we already
know M; then for our P and P* premises, we disjoin M respectively with -G and
G. In this case, therefore,k includes what theist and nontheistboth know; it also
includes M, and hence both MvG and Mv-G. But that means that to make these
argumentswork, we must back off from ourtotal evidence. For ourtotal evidence
k includes M and hence entails GvM; k&(GvM), therefore,is equivalentto k, so
thatP(G/k&(GvM)) will just be P(G/k), in which case GvM is probabilistically
irrelevantto G. To make the argumentwork, therefore,we must cut back from k
to k-M: call it 'k*'. What the theistic lottery argumentthen shows is that P(G/
k*&(MvG)) = .99; what the atheistic lottery argumentshows, correspondingly,
is thatP(G/k*&(Mv-G)) = .01. So the theistic argumenttakes some properpart
of total evidence and shows that the probabilityof G is very high on that proper
part; the atheistic argumenttakes a different proper part of total evidence and
shows that the probabilityof G is very low on it. But this is at best mildly surprising and not a real paradoxat all. We may perhapswonderhow it could be that
on my evidence a propositionA could have a probabilityof 1/2, while there are
also properparts of my evidence such that A is very probable on one and very
improbableon the other;but the argumentshows us how.
The lottery and barefoot argumentsare what we might call 'argumentsfrom
degenerateevidence': to give an argumentfrom degenerate evidence, you propose to supporta propositionA by showing that A is probable with respect to a
part of your evidence which is such that there is an isomorphic part of your
evidence with respect to which -A is at least equally probable. Clearly no argument from degenerate evidence will be of much use to anyone: clearly I don't
advancethe discussion by pointing to some properpartof my total evidence with
respect to which G is probable,if thereis a structurallyisomorphicproperpartof
my total evidence with respect to which -G is probable.
But the fact is Rowe' s argumentitself, I believe, is an argumentfrom degenerate evidence. For what do we come to see, when we reflect on E1 and E2, their
relation to the goods we know of, and the question whether there is a perfect
being? And underwhat conditions will a perfect being be justified in permitting
an evil E? A perfect being is justified in permittingE if and only if there is some
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good G that stands in a certainrelationshipto E. Of course this relation-call it
'J', the 'justifyingrelation'-doesn't involve a referenceto any particularperfect
being, andholds or fails to hold between any G and E whetheror not thereis such
a being. J is not easy to characterize,15but as a zeroeth approximation,I suggest
the following: a good G justifies an evil E iff (1) G is actual and (2) G outweighs
E, i.e., the conjunctionof G with E is a good, (3) a perfect being could not have
achieved G withoutpermittingE, and (4) a perfect being could not have achieved
a better world by permittingneitherG nor E.16
It is very difficult to give a correctaccountof what it is for a good to justify an
evil, and I am not sure the above is correct. But for present purposes we don't
need such an account.For of course it is equally difficult to give a correctaccount
of what it is for a good to justify a perfect being in permittingan evil. This latter
notion is essential to Rowe's argument;so let us suppose we have a grasp of it.
Given thatgrasp,we can explain what it is for a good to justify an evil as follows:
(Justification) A good g justifies an evil e iff if there were a perfect being b,
and g and e were actual, then b would be justified by g in
permittinge.
Now the thing to see here is that what we learn, when we reflect on E1 and E2
and the various goods we know of, is that none of these goods is such that we
know or can see thatit justifies E1 or E2. And of course it follows thatno good we
know of is such that we can see that it justifies some perfect being in permitting
those evils.
Returnnow to Rowe's P:
P: It is false thatthereis a perfect being x and there is a known good y such
that y is known to justify x in permittingE1 and E2.
What I shall argue is that P is equivalent in the broadlylogical sense to
P': Either-G or -J
(where -J is the propositionthat there is no known good that is known to justify
E1 and E2)
We can see this as follows. (I shall assume that the standardsemantics for
counterfactualsis correctas an accountof the truthconditionsof counterfactuals;
for the sake of simplicity, I shall also assume that a counterfactualA->B is true
just if B is truein theA worldthatis most similarto the actualworld;the argument
will go just as well if we instead take it that A->B is truejust if there is an AB
world more similarto the actual world than any world in which A is true and B is
false.)
First,P' entails P.As we know, -G entails P. But so does the right disjunct-J of
P'. For suppose -J is true. Now G is either true or false. If it is false, then once
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more P is true; so suppose it is true, i.e., suppose -J and G. Considerany known
good g, and consider the closest world W in which G is trueand E1, E2, and g are
actual. By -J, g is not known to justify E1 and E2, i.e., it isn't known that in W, g
justifies a perfect being in permittingE1 and E2. By G, that world W is the actual
world. So g is not in fact (in the actualworld) known to justify a perfect being in
permitting E1 and E2; but g was just any known good; hence P is true. Both
disjuncts of P', therefore,entail P, so that P' itself entails P.
But second, P entails P'. For suppose P is true but P' is false; that is, suppose
P, G and J are all true.This suppositionis easily seen to be necessarily false. For
by J, there is a known good g thatjustifies E1 and E2. Now consider the closest
world W in which G is true and g, E1, and E2 are actual:by J, it is known that g
justifies a perfect being in permittingE1 and E2 in W. But by G, W is the actual
world. So in fact g is known to justify a perfect being in permittingE1 and E2; so
thereis a known good thatis known to justify a perfectbeing in permittingE1 and
E2; but this contradictsP. Hence P entails P'.
So Rowe's premise P is equivalent to P'. But then Rowe's argument,at least
for most of us, is one from degenerateevidence. As we saw above, what we really
learn here, when we reflect on E1 and E2 and whether a perfect being would or
could permitthem, is -J, the rightdisjunctof P: thatno goods we know of are such
thatwe know theyjustify those evils. Rowe's premise P, of course, is weakerthan
-J; to get Rowe's P we must disjoin -J with -G, the proposition Rowe means to
support.This is precisely as with the barefoot and lottery arguments:you learn a
propositionA, but take as your evidence a weakerproposition:the disjunctionof
A with the propositionC you mean to support.As we saw there,the problemwith
an argumentfrom degenerate evidence is that there will be a precisely similar
argumentfor a conclusion inconsistentwith C; this argumentwill counterbalance
your argument.In this case the counterbalancingargumenttakes as its premise
P*: Either G or no known good is known to justify E1 and E2.
This argumentthenfollows the form with which by now we arefamiliar,yielding
the result that P(G/P*&k) = 2/3.17
I say Rowe's argumentis one from degenerateevidence "atleast for most of
us"; it is of course possible that someone should initially come to know, not the
rightconjunctof P,but P itself (just as it is possible that someone should initially
come to know,not the rightconjunctof P*, but P* itself); an oraclemight tell her,
refusing to tell her which of the disjunctsof P is true. But this isn't the way any
actualperson comes to know either of these propositions.So for any real person
Rowe's argumentis an argumentfrom degenerate evidence. As such it has no
tendency at all "to shift things in favor of atheism".
In conclusionthen:Rowe' s new evidentialargumentsuffersfrom seriousproblems. First, there seem to be other argumentsthat counterbalancehis argument:
for example, the argumentfrom the propositionthatneitherE1 nor E2 is such that
we know thatno good justifies a perfectbeing in permittingit. But second, Rowe's
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argumentis really an argumentfrom degenerate evidence. Therefore it has no
tendency at all to show thattheistic belief is either mistakenor irrational,or that
it is more rationalto accept atheismthanto accept theism. It gives the believer no
reason at all to stop believing, or to believe less strongly.It also gives the person
on the fence, someone for whom, with respect to what she believes, the probability of G is 1/2, no reason at all to come down on the atheistic side. Further,the
argumentdoesn't at all representthe strengthof the argumentfrom evil, which
really does give the believer (some believers, anyway) somethingto worryabout.
The moral, I think, is that the argumentfrom evil can't be representedmerely in
terms of probabilities; we have to turn instead to the notions of warrantand
defeaters.I shall argue this in more detail in WarrantedChristianBelief.18
Notes
'See Rowe (1979), pp. 335-41.
2See Rowe (1984), pp. 95-100; (1986); (1988), pp. 119-32; (1991), pp. 69-88; (1994).
3This formulationis from Rowe (1996), p. 263.
4See Wykstra(1984), pp. 73-94; (1988), pp. 133-60; (1983).
5See Alston (199 la), pp. 29-67.
6See Rowe (1996), p. 267: "I now think this argumentis, at best, a weak argument."
7As in Julian of Norwich's suggestion: see her Revelations of Divine Love, chapter 14.
80f course that's not exactly right:we must also delete any propositionsthat entail P, as well as
members of any subsets of k that entail P. Perhapswe could think of k-P as a body of propositions
maximally similar to k that does not entail P.
9See my 1993, pp. 137 ff.
?0Seehis 199 lb.
1j deal with them in Warranited
ChristianBelief (New York:OxfordUniversity Press, forthcoming in 1999).
12Suppose Rowe doesn't accept my proposedemendationfor P and insists on his originalversion,
i.e.,
P: There is no known good and perfect being such that the formerjustifies the latterin permitting
El and E2.
As we saw above, this propositionis equivalent in the presence of (F) to -G. The appropriatetheistic
counterbalancingargument,therefore,would take as a premise
There is a known good and a perfectbeing such thatthe formerjustifies the latterin permittingEl
and E2
which is equivalent in the presence of (F) to G, and from which it immediatelyfollows that there is a
perfect being.
13Assuming for purposes of argumentthat G is, if true, contingently true.
14In what follows I am heavily indebted to conversation,both e-mail and otherwise, with Steve
Wykstra.
15Here I am very seriously indebted to William Rowe and his comments on an ancestor of this
paper.
16"Azeroeth approximation":say that a good world is any world W such that God could have
actualizedW and such thatW is at least as good as a, the actualworld;suppose thereare as many good
worlds as real numbers;and suppose that the good worlds can be orderedlike the real numbersin
termsof the amountof evil they contain.Then it is possible, for all we know, that(a) every good world
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containsnearlyas much sufferingandevil as a, (b) no particularevil is includedin every good world,
but (c) there is no minimumamountof evil among the good worlds; i.e., for every good world, there
is anothergood world with less evil. (These conditions would be met if some amount of evil not
contained in any good world was the greatestlower bound for the amountsof evil contained in good
worlds (in the way in which the number 1 is the greatest lower bound of the series of real numbers
greaterthan 1)). If so, then it could be that some good G justifies a perfectbeing in permittingan evil
E, even though a perfect being could have achieved a better world by permittingneither G nor E.
17Theclaim that Rowe's argumentis from degenerate evidence does not depend upon moving
from Rowe's original P to my suggested emendation.If we stick with Rowe's original P (and for the
moment ignore the fact that together with (F) it entails the falsehood of G), the premise of the counterbalancingargumenthere will be
P*: EitherG or no known good justifies E1 and E2
18Mythanks to Michael Bergmann,Kevin Corcoran,Daniel Howard-Snyder,Del Ratzsch, Michael Rea, David VanderLaan,Stephen Wykstra,and especially William Rowe.
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